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Abstract
For different properties P of a connected graph G, we characterize the graphs
-F'(resp. the pairs (X,Y) of graphs) such that G has Property P if and only if G
does not admit ,F (resp. neither X nor y) * an induced subgraph. We consider
here the lower and upper independence, domination and irredundance parameters
which are related by the well known inequalities ir I 1 I i { a < f < 1,8, and the
properties P corresponding to the equality between some of these parameters.

1. Introduction
(V,^E) be asimple graph of order lVl: n. A set D of verticesof G is
dominating if every vertex of V - D has at least one neighbor in D. The minimum
cardinality of a dominating set is denoted bV lG) and the maximum cardinality of a
minimal (under inclusion) dominating set by I(G).
A set S of vertices of G is indepenilentif no two vertices of .9 are adjacent. The maximum cardinality of an independent set is denoted by o(G) and the minimum cardinality
of a maximal independent set by i(G).
A set l of vertices of G is irredund,antif every vertex r of I which is not isolated in 1

Let

G:

hasatleastone I-priuateneighbor*trthat isavertexofV-1 whichisadjacenttorbut
to no other vertex of 1. In the whole paper, if there is no ambiguity, the accented letter c'
*Ilesearch partially supported by ONR Grant N000014-91-J-1085 and NSF Exchange Grant
tResearch partially supported by PRC Mathlnfo.

will always be used to denote an l-private neighbor of a vertex r of an irredundant set ,I.
The maximum cardinality of an irredundant set is denoted by I R(G) and the minimum
cardinality of a maximal irredundant set by ir(G).
The three notions of domination, independence and irredundance are closely related.
It is clear from the definitions that a set is a maximal independent set if and only if it is
both independent and dominating, and in this case it is a minimal dominating set. Also,
a set is a minimal dominating set if and only if it is both dominating and irredundant,
and in this case a maximal irredundant set. This leads to the following inequality chain,
valid in any graph G as first observed in [3]:

(*)

ir(G) S r(G) S i(G) S o(G) < r(G) < IR(G).
However, a minimal dominating set is obviously not necessarily independent, and a
maximal irredundant set is not necessarily irredundant. The following property of the
maximal irredundant sets is worth noting and of common use:

I

be a maximal irredundant set of G which does not dominate I/.
Then, for every vertex u which is not dominated by .I, there exists at
least one non isolated vertex y of. I such that u dominates the whole
I-private neighborhood of y.

Let

The reason is that, if the conclusion was not true, .I U {"} would be irredundant, in
contradiction to the maximality of .I.
Given a family f : {Ht, H2,..., H*} ol graphs \Me say that the graph G is f-free if
G contains no induced subgraph isomorphic to any H;, i: L,2,...,k. In particular, if
f : {F}, we simply say G is F-free.
Our aim is to characterize graphs f,, or pairs of graphs (X,Y), such that G has a given
property ? if and only if G is F-free or (X, Y)-free. We are interested here in properties
2 of the type "two among the six previously defined parameters are equal". Similar
problems have already been considered for other properties, especially for hamiltonian
properties (see e.g. [2], [4]).
For each property P,the characterization of F (resp. of (X,Y)) contains two parts.
In the direct part we prove that every F-free (resp. (X,Y)-free) graph has Property P.
The direct studies are all gathered in Section 2. In the converse part we prove that if
any F-free graph (resp. any (X, Y)-free graph) has Propefty P, then the graph .F (resp.
the pair (X, y)) belongs to a previously defined list. Sections 3 to 8 are devoted to the
converse parts of the characterization of F lor different properties P. For some of them,
the characterization is complete. For other ones, we have only partial results. Note that
all the properties considered in this paper are true for G if and only if they are true for
each connected component of G.

Let I be a family of graphs, and .F a subfamily of g. If f-fuee implies Property ?,
then obviously f-free implies P. Therefore we look for minimal families of forbidden

subgraphs. In particular, if we know that for a graph G,, F-fuee implies P, then in the
research of pairs (X,Y) for which (X,Y)-free implies P, we suppose that F is not a
subgraph of X nor Y.

If the condition G is F-free (resp. (X, Y)-free) implies G satisfies P, then a fortiori, for
any induced subgraph F' of F (resp. any subgraphs X' of X and Yt of Y), the condition G
is Flfree (resp. G is (X', Y')-free) implies G satisfies P. Since after we have determined
.F, or (X,Y), it is easy (and thus of little interest) to enumerate all the subgraphs -F'of
-F, or all the pairs (X', Y') with X' subgraph of X and Y' subgraph of Y, we try only to
determine the maximal graphs -F (resp. the maximal pairs (X, y)) such that any F-free
graph (resp. any (X, Y)-free graph) satisfies P.
A typical result of our study is the following : If the condition "G is F-free" implies
that G has Property P for any graph G, then f is an induced subgraph of Fo. To establish
such a result, we construct several graphs Mr, Mzr..., Mlwhich do not satisfy 2. These
graphs are thus not F-free and tr, is an induced subgraph of each M;, that is a subgraph of
a maximal common subgraph Fs of all the Mis. If the graphs M; are arbitrarily large, the
following stronger statement is proved : For a given positive integer ns, if the condition
nG is F-free" implies that
G has Property P lor any graph G of order at least n6, then
,F, is an induced subgraph of r,0. This is why in Examples 3.1, 4.1, 5.L, 7.1 and 8.1 given
later, we describe infinite families of graphs H;(k) and -L;(k) for which P is not satisfied.
The same remark holds for pairs of forbidden subgraphs.
Figure 1 shows some special small graphs which will be used in the paper. The notation
of some of them is classical such as the Claw C = Kr,s, the Bull Brlhe Deer D, or the
Wounded W. In an extended claw Ci,j,k, i, j and /c denote the respective lengths of the
branches. So C is an abbreviation for C1,1,1. When we enumerate the vertices of a claw
or of an extended claw, we always begin by the center and separate it from the other
vertices with a semi-colon.
Figure

1

2. Direct results
We begin this section with a straightforward direct forbidden subgraph result and
some known forbidden subgraph results.

Theorem 2.1 : Any

P3-free graph satisfies

ir :'y -- i -- a: | : IR.

Proof : If G is P3-free, it is the disjoint union of g cliques, and ir : 1 : i : o : | :

IR:

e.

Theorem 2.2 (Allan and Laskar [1]) : Any C-free graph satisfies i:'y.
Theorem 2.3 (Favaron [5]) : Any (C,D)-free graph satisfies
Theorem 2.4 : Any

Pa-fuee

graph satisfies

ir:1and

o

ir:

i.

: IR.

Proof : Let -I be a maximal irredundant set of a

Pa-free graph G. If there exists a
vertex u which is not dominated by 1, then u dominates the /-private neighbohood of a
non-isolated vertex r of I. Then, Gfurr',x,,U) v Pa where x' is a /-private neighbor of r,
and y a neighbor of c in 1. So -I is a dominating set and lll 2 f.
If we chose for .I a minimum maximal irredundant set, we find ir ) 7 and thus ir : ?

bv (*).
Let us now choose for

I

set with a minimum number of edges.
If a connected component C of 1 contains a vertex r of degree at least two, let 11 and 12
be two neighbors of z in 1, and Let ut, n\, n| be the respective /-private neighbors of z,
nL, n2. If. r\r' ( E, then G[r\,xrtttr] = Pa, and if r\x' e. E, then Gl"\,r',x,,r2] - Pq.
So the components of .I are isomorphic to K1 u K2. Moreover, if {*r*t} is a component
of 1, then r\ carr be adjacent to nt, but to no /-private neighbor y' of another vertex y of
l for otherwise G[c1, r\,U',y!= Pq. The set I' :.(I - {"r}) U {ri}, of same order as 1,
is irredundant (r and r', are isolated in 1') with less edges than 1, a contradiction to the
choiceof .I. Therefore.I is independent and thus /,8 ( a, which implies IR: o by (*).
a maximum irredundant

tr

Note that the second part of this theorem is also a corollary of Theorem 2.8.

Theorem 2.5 : a) Any (&,I(e,s)-free graph satisfies i: ir.
b) Any (Ca,H)-hee graph satisfies

i:7.

Proof : Let A be a minimum dominating set containing the minimum number of edges.
If A is not independent, let o and y be two adjacent vertices of A. Since A is irredundant,
theA-privateneighborhood B,- {*\,*'r,...,n'r} of risnotempty. Thevertexr', does
not dominate B, for otherwise (,4 - {"r}) U {ri} is a minimum dominating set containing
less edges than A. Hence r admits at least two non-adjacent A-private neighbors r', and

r!.

Similarly, A admits two non-adjacent A-private neighbors y', and y'r.
a) If G is Pa-free, then the four edges *\y'r, x\yl, rLy'r, x'zyl exist and Gl* , y'r, AL,, y , r\, r'rl =
1(3,3. So, if G is also l(3,3-free, the dominating set A is independent and thus f < 7. This
implies i : .l by (*), and i - ir by Theorem 2.4.

b) If G is I/-free, then at least one of the four

a\yl, xlyl, *'ry'r,

exists, and G
"'ryL
tr
contains Ca. So, if G is also Ca-free, the dominating set A is independent and i :'1.
edges

In the study of the irredundance in P5-free graphs, we use the following two lemmas.

Lemma 2.6 : Let -I be an irredundant set of a P5-free graph G.
a) If c1 and x2 are two nonisolated vertices of 1 which are not in the same cornected
component of 1, and if r', and r', arc respective I-private neighbors of 11 and n2, lhen rt,
and xt, are not adjacent.
b) .I contains no induced subgraph isomorphic to Pa, Zt, Cn, or Ca f e (see Figure 2).
Figure

Proof : a) Let

13 be a neighbor of 11 in

contradiction.

2

I. II x\x', € E, then Gl*r,n1ltltn'z,,nzl = Ps,, a

b) Let fiLtfr2tfiztfr4 be four vertices of .[ such that G[r1, a2tfrztra] is one of the graphs of
Figure 2. If Glq, $zt xst r+) Pa or 21,, then r'rc! € E for otherwise Gl"\, a!t n2t *s,, xLl =
P5, and thus G[c1, 11,frL,,rs,r4)
= Ps, a contradiction. If Glx1,,t2tazt*n] = C+ or Ctl e,
then Gla'rtn2,tnrtta,,x'a) * Pu implies x'rx\ e E. Now, G[r'r tfilsnzt*'zrnL) I P5 implies {xt, € E or r\r'n € E, say without loss of generality a\rt, e E. And then

Glrnrfrstrzt"'rr"\l = Ps, a contradiction. tr

Lernrna 2.7 ; Let G be a Ps-free graph, and I

with the
minimumnumberof edges. Then,foreveryconnectedcomponentCoforder pZ2of -I,pis
at least 3 andC isisomorphicto the completegraphKr. Moreover,if C: {q,rz,...,np}
a maximum irredundant set of G

andrfisanyl-privateneighborofr;for1<i<p,thenGlCV{x\,*'2,...,x.'r})=KrxK2.

Proof : LetC: {rt,t2t...,cr} be a component of .I. If C is a star Kt,r-, centered at x1,
then, by Lemma 2.6.a, (/- {rr})U {"i} is an irredundant set which contradicts the choice
of 1. TherelorcC is not astar and thus p> 3. If.p:3, then C = Ks. If p> 4, then,

looking at every set of four vertices of C, we see by Lemma 2.6.b that C is still isomorphic
1o Ko. Moreover, by Lemma 2.6.a, I' : (I - C)U {*'r,*L,. . .,";} is an irredundant set of
same order as .I. If Gl*'rrr'2,, . . . ,*;\ * Ko, then 1' contradicts the choice of 1. Therefore
tr
GICU {*\,*L,. ..,"'r})
K, x
With these two lemmas we are prepared to prove the following theorem.

-

Kz.

Theorem 2.8 : Every (Pu,K, x K2)-free graph satisfies a: IR.
set of minimum size in the graph G. If / is
not independent, then by Lemma 2.7, G contains an induced Kzx Kz. Therefore 1is
independent, l/l ( o, and thus o(G) : IR(G) bV (*). tr
Before completing this section with a result on Zyfree graphs, we must prove the
following lemma that is needed in the proof of the result.

Proof : Let I be a maximum irredundant

Lemma 2.9 : Every connected Zyfree graph containing a triangle 1(3 is a complete
multipartite graph Kn1,n2,...,n" with r ) 3.

Proof: If theordernof.G isequalto4,thenGiseitherisomorphicloKa:K1,1,1,1

or

lo Ka minus one edge, that is K2J,r.
For n ) 5, we proceed by induction. Let u be the endvertex of a longest path of G.
Since G is Zyfuee, the only possibility for u to belong to all the triangles of G is to be the
center of a wheel. In this case, we take for u the other extremity of the path, that is any
other vertex of the wheel. So in any case, the graph G - {r} is connected, Zyfree and
contains triangles. By the induction hypothesis, G - {u} is complete multipartite, with
vertexpartition XrrXz,...rXo,p>3. Letrlbeaneighborof u,andXltheclassof 11.
If u is not adjacent to at least one of two vertices a2 and 13 respectively belonging to two
different classes Xz and Xs of G - {r}, then G[r1, r2trttu]= 21. Hence u is adjacent to
any vertex of every class X;, except perhaps for X1 and for another class, say X2. Let 13
be any vertex of X3, Ar any vertex of X1 - {rr}, and {r2, yz} arty pair of vertices of Xz.
The property G[u, rttnstyi * ^Z1 implies uAr € E, and thus u is adjacent to every vertex
of X1. Moreover, if u is adjacent to x2,, then G[u, aLtn2tA2] * Zl irnplies uUz e .8. Hence,
either u is adjacent to every vertex of every class X;, i + 2, but to no vertex of X2, and
in this case G - Knt,n2!!,ns,...,np; or u is adjacent to every vertex of G - {u}, and in this
case G

- I{nt,fl2,...,np,1. !

Theorem 2.10
a: IR.

:

Every (ZrrCr,r,r)-free connected graph G of order

n)

18 satisfies

Proof : If G contains a triangle then, by Lemma 2.L0, G is a complete multipartite graph
Kn1,n2s.,np and thus o and IR arc both equal to the largest n;. Hence, we suppose G
triangle-free, and we consider a maximum irredundant set .[ of minimum size. As usually,
if c is a vertex of I, il denotes an .I-private neighbor of c.
If A(/) ) 3 then, since G is -I(3-free, I contains a claw (*r; *r,, n3, r.4) and Glrtr, r'", r'nl is
not a triangle. Suppose without loss of generality
(..8. Then Gl*r; n4t t2, nL, rz, rL) =
"LxL
Ct,2,2, a contradiction. Hence A(1) S 2. If. I contains an induced path rp2x3rac5, then
Glq;*'rrrztfiLtn+rxsf a Cr,2,2, a contradiction. Therefore every connected component of
1 is a cycle of length 4 or 5, a path of length at most 4, or an isolated vertex.
The remainder of the proof will be broken into five cases that depend on the nature
of the connected components in .I.

:

Pz. Let C be a connected component of .I isomorphic to a path n1n2lrs. Suppose
the vertex c', is adjacent to an .I-private neighbor y' of a non-isolated vertex y of. I -C, aro'd
let z be a neighbor of y in 1. Since G is Ke-free and Glrr; xr, n'z,U' , ta, aL) * C1,2,2, exactly
one of y'xt, and x'rx'"is an edge of G. If x'rx'" e E, then GI"L;nLrU',,y)r\rt) a C1,2,2, ar-'d
if y'd, € E, then Gly';*LrU,z,r'zr*r) = Cr,r,2. In both cases we get a contradiction. So
(I -C) U {rr, t'z,nt} is an irredundant set contradicting the choice of 1. This proves that
C

t

has no component isomorphic to P3.

C:

Pe. Let C be a connected component of ,[ isomorphic to a path rlr2rsra. The
properties Gl*r;fiLr*trfi\rtt,*nl * Ct,2,2 and G[ca; fiLrfiarfr'qrfiz,,xr] * Ct,z,z imply r\*t, e
E and c'rr\ e E. The vertex c! (resp. ri) is adjacent to no f-private neighbor y' of arry
vertex y of. I -C lor otherwise, since G is Ks-free, Gfx'r;filrU'rUrtz,rr]
= Cr,2,2 (resp.
Gl*L;n'q,U'rA,)nsrrz) = C\z,z). If r'rn'" ( E, (I - C) U {*t,*L,nL,n+} is an irredundant
set contradicting the choiceof -I. Thereforc o2rle E. If rl is adjacent to an /-private
neighbor ytof a vertex y of I -C, then, since G is.Ks-free andr'uy'(- E as previously
verified, Gl*\;nL,U'rUrs'z,rLl
= Ct,z,z, a contradiction. Hence (/-C)U{ n\rnzrr!, ra} is an
irredundant set of order l/l with less edges than 1. This proves that .I has no component
isomorphic

to

Pt.

C : C+. Let C be a connected component of .I isomorphic to a cycle *1fr2r,siafr1. First
we show that cl is adjacent to at least one of. al*, and r!-r, where the indices are taken
modulo 4. Consider without loss of generality i, : l. Since G[*r; n\, nz, nL, n+, *'n1 * Ct,z,z,,
either z', is adjacent to r', or to r'n, or r', and *'n are adjacent. But in the latter case,
Gl*r;*z,nL,s'arnr,fr'r) * C1,2,2 again implies {x', e E or x'rr\ € E. Suppose now some
rf , say cf , is adjacent to some ,l-private neighbor yt ol a vertex y of. I - C. Then, if
without loss of generality a\at, e.E, and since G is I(3-free, Gl*i;tL,U',y)nbn4f I C1,2,2,
a contradiction. Hence no al dominates the f-private neighborhood of a vertex of I - C.
The first consequence is that each c;, 1 < i < 4, has exactly one f-private neighbor .
For, if for instance c1 has two .I-private neighbors r', and c'f (necessarily non-adjacent by
the Ks-free condition), then (I - {*r,rr}) U l*\,,*i} is an irredundant set contradicting
the choice of -I. The second cotrsequence is that (I -C)U {*'rrtL,n|,ri} is an irredundant
set of same order as f, and thus, by the choice of. L, Glu'r,sL,nL,rl] contains at least four
edges. Since G is I(e-free, Glx\rnLrnLrcll is isomorphic to a cycle which can be r'tn'rrt *'ur\
or, without loss of generality, *\atx'nr'ra\. \n the first case, (/ -C)U {*rr*rrr'rrx\} is
an irredundant set of same order as f and with less edges, a contradiction. Therefore

Gl*\,rL,*L,ri] is the cycle x'rutrtnxt"*\.
Let M : Glxunztnatxt,nl,nlrnLrr!].

at distance two
from M. This vertex ur is not dominated by M and there exists a vertex u in G - M
such that uw € E and, say by symmetry between {*r,*r,usrfrt} and {c'r, x'rr*'rr*'n},,
un1€,8. Since G is Ks-free, the condition Gl*r;nlrurutn4tnLl * Ct,z,z implies adue E.
By symmetry uxt, € E and thus G[o, rL, *L) - Kt, a contradiction. Therefore, since G is
connected, M dominates G. In particular, since a vertex u of I - C cannot be adjacent to

Cnortoan.I-privateneighborr;';,

Suppose G contains a vertex

u.r

I-C. Ilavertexuof.G-MisdominatedbyCthen,

since the .I-private neighborhoods of the o;'s have order one, u is adjacent to exactly two
verticesof C, either u1 and fr3rot o2 and fi4rby the Ks-free condition. Let ^9rs (resp. S2a)
be the set of the vertices of G- M adjacent to 11 and ca (resp. to rz and ra). The sets S13
and S2a a,re independent and disjoint. Similarly, the vertices of G - M which are adjacent
to some vertex of {z'r, oL,nLrrl} belong to two disjoint independent sets, 5rn : {u €
G - M;u is adjacent to c', and r'u) and .9zs: {u € G - M;u is adjacertto r', and r!}.

By the hypothesis rl 2 18, at least one of these four independent sets, say S13, contains
at least two vertices, and ,9rs U {*rr*n} is an irredundant set contradicting the choice of
f. Therefore.I has no component isomorphic to Ca.
C : Cs. I'et C be a connected compoaent of .I isomorphic to a cycle fi1fr2fr3fi4osfr1.
Since Gl*r;x'2rar,fr\rntrxal * Ct,2,z, r\a', e E and similarly x';s;+r € E for every i,
1 < i < 5, where the indices are taken modulo 5. Since G is .I(o-free, Glr\rtL,nL,r\,n'ul is
the cycle a\r\r'rx|nlur', and GL*r,fiz;*stfr4tfi1tfi\rnLrnLrfiLr*L)
= Ksx K2. Let us denote
this subgraph by M. Suppose that some vertex w oI G is at distance two from M. The
vertex ur is not dominated by M, and for some vertex u # M, uw € E and, say, np e E.
The condition G[c1; fi5rurturfrzrfrsf * Cr,r,, implies, since G is K3-free, urz € E. By
symmetrg ur.a €,8 and thus G[u, alrfi4) - Kt, a contradiction. Therefore no vertex of G
is at distance two firam M, and since G is connected, M dominates G.
If some vertex o e G - M is adjacent to, say, c'r, then the condition G[r1 ; x s, n\, u, n z, *r]
C1,2,2 implies that u is also adjacent to n2r o3 or o5. In other words, the irredundant set C
is dominating. C is thus a maximal irredundant set of G and I : C. We now prove that
when .I has a component isomorphic to C5, and is thus itself isomorphic to Cs, cannot
occur if G is sufficiently large.
First we remark that o1 cannot have two .I-private neighbors r', and nl for otherwise ,
r', and r'{ would be independent because of the Kg-free condition, r'l would be adjacent,
as previously seen fot u'r, to o! and c'u but not to o! nor *'n, and. {*rr*nrfi\rfrf.rr!} would
be an irredundant set (since independent) contradicting the choice of 1. Similarly, each
vertex c; has exactly one .I-private neighbor a';, and each of the n - L0 vertices of G - M
has exactly (because of the Ks-free condition) two neighbors in tr : C. lf 2(n - 10) ) 15,
that is n ) 18, then at least four vertices of G- M have a common neighbor r; in C. This
four vertices and r! form an independent (because of the ffs-free condition), and thus an
irredundant set contradicting the choice of f. Therefore il n ) 18, no component of ,I

lo
Pz or

isomorphic

Cs.

Pt We a,re now reduced to the case where f consists of isolated vertices
C:
and components isomorphic to K2. Let {r1,xz}, t1ar1z}, {21,22} be three such components. If x\y', € E and x\yl e E, then y'ryl 4 E by the Ks-free condition and
Gl*'r;yl,ylrUr,frt,*rj = C1,2,2, a contradiction. \t r\y', € .E and n'rzl e,E, then ytr', # E
by the Ke-free condition and G[rl; r;',UlrUr,zlrrr) = Cr,2,r, a contradiction. Therefore
any.I-private neighbor of a vertex of a K2-component is adjacent to a I-private neighbor
of at most one vertex belonging to another K2-component. If I is not independent, we
start with a K2-component {*rrr*rr!.. If. r\, has no neighbor in the /-private neighborhoods of the vertices of the other K2-cornponents, we set I' : (I - {*rr\)U {*\r}. If
a'r2is adjacent to, say, a'rr, we look at a.n eventual neighbor of" r'r2 in the /-private neighborhoods of the vertices of the other K2-components, and so forth. Finally we obtain
a path fi.;r12fi\2a'21a21r22ot22...alla:;apx|2where xt,has no neighbor in the.l-private
neighborhoods of the vertices of the not yet considered K2-components of -I. The set
(I - {*rrrr.22t... ,,unl}U {*\rrnLzr... ,n'rz} is an irredundant set contradicting the choice

*

of ,r.

Tkrefor,ef isindependentaadthuso
tr

-

IR,whichcompletestheproofof thethoorern.

3. Equalityi-"y
In this section we characterize those forbidden graphs and pairs of forbidden subgraphs
that imply that 7 : f . To do this we first describe five infinite classes of graphs for which

'Y*i.

Examples 3.1
The graph Ht(k) of order 3k + 12 consists of a path nrn2. . . n3k+8t four extra vertices
Uzt Aet Uek+at U*+zt and the four pendent edges frzAzt frtUe) rsk+6y3k+at rsk+zUek+2. It
satisfies 1: k *4 and i: k*5 ({r2ro3tfi6tfrst" tfr3k+ztx3k+r,trsx+z} is a minimum
dominating set and {*rryrrfr1tfr8tfrtrt"' txzk+2teek+st1stc+atrtx+z} a minimum maximal
independent set).

The graph Hr(k) is the complete bipartite graph Ks,1,.
^l

It is Pa-free, I(3-free, and satisfies

:2., d:3.

The graph Hr(k) consists of a clique Kt with vertex set {c1, n2t. . , z1}, four extra vertices
Ur, ztt U2t 22, and the four pendent edges r1!1, fr12y, fi2!2, fr222. It is Ps-free, I(1,a-free and
Crfiree. It satisfies ir :1 :2 and i :3 ({*r,rr} is a minimum dominating set and a
minimum maximal irredundant set, {r1, Uz, zz} is a minimum maximal independent set).
The graph Hn(k) of order 4k +2 consists of a complete 2k-partite graph, each vertex class
of which has two elements z; and, t;r l I i < 2k; two adjacent extra vertices x and y;
and all the edges between z and the classes {rr,t}, L < i ( k, and between y and the

{rr,t,}, ft+1< i32k. Thegraph Hn(k) isPa-freeanditsonlymaximalinduced
complete bipartite subgraph is K3,3. It satisfies 1 :2 ({*,y} is a minimum dominating
set) and i : 3 ({y, zt,tr} is a minimum maximal independent set).
The graph Hu(k) of order 2k + 6 consists of a clique {*, *r, n2t. t tktU tUb. . ', y*}, four
extra vertices u,)'urz)t, the six edges fiu, fr'u.Uz, At, uz, ut, and all the edges tiu) tiz,
U;u, U;t for 1 ( i < k. This graph is C1,1,2-free and the only maximal induced complete
bipartite subgraphs are C and K2,2 * Ca. It satisfies 1 < i since {r,y} is a dominating
classes

set and no independent set of order two is maximal.

: Let f,

be a connected graph and ne a given positive integer. The
condition "G is F-free" implies ?(G) : i(G) for any connected graph G of order at least
ns if and only if .E is a subgraph of a claw.

Theorem 3.2

66only

The graph f is an induced subgraph of all the graphs flr(k) and
Hr(k) since they satisfy 1 * i. Hence F is a path or a tree of maximum degree 3. Since
Hr(k) is Pa-free, F is necessarily a subgraph of a claw.
'(iP' ' By Theorem2.2, if G is C-hee then 7(G) : i(G). tr

Proof

iP' :

10

Theorem 3.3 : Let (X, Y) be a pair of connected graphs, neither of which is a subgraph
C or of other, and let ns be a givetr positive integer. The condition "G is (X, Y)-free"
implies l(G): i(G)foranyconnectedgraphGof orderatleastnsif andonlyif (X,Y)
is maximally one of the two pairs (Pn,Kr,r) and (Ca,f/) (cf Figure 1).
o{.

t6only iPt : Suppose without loss of generality X contained in an infinite number
of graphs of the family flr. Then X is a tree of maximum degree at most 3 not contained
in a claw, and thus not contained in I/2. Hence Y is a subgraph of. Hz not contained in
C,and so is a complete bipartitegraph K1," with r ) 4ror Kr," with r ) 2 and s) 2.
Such a graph Y is not contained in fls. Therefore X is a subtree of Hs, namely Pt, CrJ,z
or H. If X r: Pa, then Y is a subgraph of Ha(k) which is Pa-free. This gives the first
possible maximal pair (&, I(s,s). If X - C11,2 ot f1, then Y is a subgraph of. Hs which is
C1,1,2-free and thus f/-free. This gives the second possible maximal pai-r (Ca,H).
(6iftt ' By Theorem
n
2.5, if G is (Pa, Kq)-fuee or (Ca, H)-free, then it satisfies 1 : i.

Proof

4. Equality

i: ir

In this section we characterize those forbidden graphs and pairs of forbidden subgraphs
i : ir. To do this we describe two infinite families of graphs for which
'y * ir, and thus i I ir. These two classes generalize the deer D.

that imply that

Examples 4.1
The graph Hu(k) of order 6k + 7 consists of a triangle zxlyl with two pendent paths
nttz- - - r,sk+z and. y1y2y3 (note that f16(0) = D). The graph Hu(k) is /(a-free and Ca-free.
It satisfies i :'l :zlc +3 ({r,azrfi2,fis;fi8s... ,aox+z} is both a minimum dominating set
and a minimum maximal independent set) and ir < 2k +2 ({*r,Ar,fi1rfrTt. ,ra*.,ra*+r}
is a maximal irredundant set).
The graph Hz(k) of order /c+4 consists of a clique Kr with vertex set {u 1, n2,t. . ., r7,}, and
two pendent paths ntUtzt ar.d x2y2z2 (note that flr(3) - D). The graph Hr(k) is C-free.
It satisfies i:'l:3
and ir:2 ({*r,rr,yz} is a minimum dominating and a minimum
maximal independent set, and {c1, x2} is a minimum maximal irredundant set).

: Let F be a connected graph and ne a given positive integer. The
condition "G is -F-free" implies ir(G) : i(G) for any connected graph G of order at least
ns if and only if f is a subgraph of PB.
Theorem 4.2

Proof 36only iPt : If ir : ithen ir - 7 and by Theorem3.2,,-P is a subgraph of a claw.
But fl6(,t) satisfies ir I i and is C-free. So f, is a subgraph of P3.
11

2. '(iP' : By Theorem 2.1, if G is P3-free then

ir :

i.

Theorem 4.3 : Let n6 be a given positive integer and (X, Y) a pair of connected graphs,
neither of which is a subgraph of P3 or a subgraph of each other. The condition uG is
(X, Y)-free" implies ir(G) : i(G) for any connected graph G of order at least n6 if and
only if (X, y) is maximally one of the two pairs (Pu, Kr,r) ar.d (C, D).

Proof 66only ift :If.ir: f,then 1:i

andbyTheorem3.3,either X orY isaclaw,or
(X,Y) is a subgraph of either (Pn,Ku,r) or (Ca,I/). The pair (Pa,Kr,.) it a first possible

maximal pair. For the pair (Cn,, H), we remark that the only maximal connected subgraph
of .IJ or of C+ which is contained in r/z(k) is &, a subgraph of l/ but not of Cu. S" a pair
coming from (Ca,f/) is necessarily contained in (Ca,Pa), which is itself already obtained
by the maximal pair (Pa, Kqz). Hence the pair (Cn, H) gives no new possibility for the
property ir : i. Finally if. X - C, then Y is a subgraph commotr to H6(k) ar-.d H7(k),
which are C-free, and so Y is a subgraph of D. This gives (C, D) as a second possible
pair.

'(if'' ' By Theorems

2.3 and 2.5, any (C,D)-free or (Pa,,1(3,3)-free graph satisfies

i:ir.

tr

5.

Equalityl:ir

In this section, we do not completely characterize the graphs or the pairs of graphs,
the exclusion of which implies ir :1. However, we give some partial results. In addition
to H6 and H7 (cf Examples 4.1), we describe five other infinite families of graphs for which

t#ir.

Examples 5.1
The graph H"(k) consists of a cycle ilrn2...c1, plus k - L pendent paths n;!;z;,, I I
i < k - 1. Its girth is k which can be made arbitrarily large. It satisfies ir < 7, since
{*rr*rr... rrt-r} is a maximal irredundant set, and {y1, Uzr... tUk-tt**} u minimum
dominating set.
The graph Hn(k) is obtained frorn H7(k) by adding the

ed,ge

yg2.

The graph Hro(k) is obtained from f/e(fr) by replacing the clique {*r,*r,-..,rp} by a
complete bipartite graph Kz,k-z of vertex classes 1*t,*rl and {23, n4t-. , r1}, and adding
the edge o1r2.
The graphs .[1g and lfis are P6-free. Just as for H7(k),, {*t,*r} is a maximal irredundant set and {3r1, y2,o1} a minimum dominating set of I/e and Hr,o(k). So fls and }11s
satisfy ir { 1.

t2

The graph Hrr(k), k ) 4, consists of a complete bipartite graph Kp,1, of vertex classes
{*r,rrr...rnk} and {t1, tzr...,l1}, plus two pendent paths ntUrzr ard x2y2z2.
The graph Hrr(k) is obtained from /fi1(k) by adding the edge yg2.

In ffi1(k) and He(k), {rr, xz,tr} is a maximal irredundant set and {y1, y2,r1,t1}
arrd. He satisfy ir I 1. They are both /(3-free.

a

minimum dominating set. So flrr

: Let F' be a connected graph and ns a given positive integer. If the
condition "G is F-free" implies ir(G) : 1(G) for any connected graph G of order at least
ns, then ,F is a subgraph of. Ps.
Theorem 5.2

Proof : The graph tr' must be a subgraph of flr(e) for any ,b, and thus a tree. Also,
,F must be a subgraph of Hr(k), and thus a path Ps with I < 6. Since ,F/e and Hn are
P6-free,

F=& with/<5.

tr

The direct Theorem 2.4 only implies that
think that the following is true.

if G is Pa-fuee, then ir :1.

Conjecture 5.3 : Every sufficiently large P5-free graph satisfies ir

However, we

:1.

If the conjecture is true, it is normal in the study of the forbidden pairs (X, Y) that
imply ir :1to suppose X and Y not included in Ps. We do this in the next result.
Theorem 5.4 : Let (X, Y) be a pair of connected graphs, neither of which is a subgraph
of P5 or a subgraph of each other, and let ns be a given positive integer. If the condition
"G is (X, Y)-free" implies ir(G) : 1(G) for any connected graph G of order at least ze,
then (X, Y) is maximally one of the two pairs (P6, D') and (Cr,r,r,D) (cf Figure 1).
Proof : Suppose without

loss of generality X is an induced subgraph of an infinite number
of graphs of the family H7, and so is X is isomorphic to P6 or contains a triangle.
If X P6, then Y is a subgraph ot Hs(k) and f[6(k) which are P6-free. Thus Y is a
subgraph oI D' , and so we get the first maximal pair (P6, D').

-

Suppose now X contains a triangle. Then Y is a subgraph of ffi1(k), Hp(k) and
f/r(k). Since the girth of }Is(fr) is arbitrarily large, Y is a tree of maximum degree at
most 3. The maximal subtrees of maximum degree at most 3 of ^F111(k) have at most one
vertex of degree 3 and are isomorphic to G,r,r. The maximal subtrees of. Hp(k) with at
most one degree 3 vertex are C1,2,3 and C1,1,a. Hence Y is a subtree of C1,2,3. If X contains
a clique Ka, then Y is also a subgraph of H6(k), and thus is a path, and of flro(k), and
thus a subgraph of Ps, in contradiction to the hypotheses. Therefore X is a subgraph of
Hr(k) containing -I(s but not I{a, and so is a subgraph, different from a path, of D. We
13

get so the second possible maximal pair (D, Cr,r,").
For this last pair, we can specify that if X
= Zl or 22, then Y is a subgraph of Ct,2,3,
but if X - D, W or B, then X is not contained in fls and ffi6 and thus Y is a subgraph
of C1,2,2. tr

6. Equalityi_a
In this section we characterize those forbidden graphs and pairs of forbidden subgraphs
that imply that i : o.

: Let f, be a connected graph and n6 a given positive integer. The
condition "G is F-free' implies i(G) : o(G) for any connected graph G of order at least
ns if and only if tr, is a subgraph of P3.
Proof 6(only if' : Since both the cycle C61, and the star K1,7, satisfy i o, F is a
Theorem 6.1

subgraph of Ca* and

(6if'

'

for any fr, and thus a subgraph of P3.
By Theorern?.l, if G is P3-free then i: o. tr

I

1(1,7,

Theorem 6.2 : The positive integer ns being given, there is no pair (X,Y) of connected
graphs, neither of which is a subgraph of Pe or a subgraph of each other, such that the
condition "G is (X, Y)-free" implies i(G) : a(G) for any connected graph of order at
least ns.

Proof : Suppose that such a pair exists and that X is a subgraph of Cax for an infinite
number of values of /c. Thus, X Pr for some / ) 4. Then Y is a subgraph of .I(1,6, and
=
so Y - Kr," with r ) 3. But the graph consisting of a clique Kp plus one pendent edge
satisfies i: l, e.:2, and contains neither X nor Y, a contradiction. tl
Note that the inequalities (*) and the direct Theorem 2.1 implies that Theorems 6.1
and 6.2 remain valid for any equality ) - p, where .\ e {ir,7, i} and p e {a,f , Ift}.

7. Equalities

a: I

and a - IR

In this section we characterize those forbidden graphs and pairs of forbidden subgraphs
that imply that o : I and a : I R. For each of the following ten infinite families of graphs,
rv is strictly less than f.

Examples 7.1
For a given positive integer ,t, the graph Lt(k) consists of a cycle nrxz . . . neknr of order
8k and the two chords fitfiqk+t and 1211161r.
The graph Lr(k) consists of a cycle ntnz. . . nakrr of order 8ft and the four chords r1xtk+rt

t4

rrr4k+2t t2frtk+tt fi2il4k+2.

It

is C-free and Ca-free.

The graph Lr(k) consists of a cycle nrxz...:Lekrr of order 8k and the 4k chords ix;x4k+i
for 1 ( i < 4k. It is Ks-free.

For 1

< i < 3, Li(k)

satisfies

I : 4k ({*rr*rrfr5tfi6tastfitot...tn8k-ztrs7,-2}

is

a

minimaldominatingset)anda:4k-1 ({rr,fr3txst...tfi4k-rtr4k+2)r4k+4,...,rs6-2}is
a maximum independent set).

The graph Ln(k) consists of a cycle ntnz...r,ant of order 8 with the three chords ntnbt
fr2fr6 alnd fi4rs, da, independent set S of k vertices, and an extra vertex u joined to r2,, 15,
rs and to every vertex of ^9. The graph Ln(k) is P6-free and l(a-free. It satisfies o : k * 3
(S U {r1, xz,ra} is a maximum independent set) and f : k + 4 (,S U {rr, tz.,nstr6} is a
maximum minimal dominating set).
The graph Lu(k) consists of a clique Kk, a triangle r1n2n3 disjoint from K6, and a perfect
matching between the triangle lr1r2r3 and a triangle AflzUz of the clique. The graph
Lu(k) is P5-free and C-free. It satisfies o : 2 ({*r,yz} is a maximum independent set)
and I : 3 ({yr, Az,Ue} is a maximum minimal dominating set).

The graph Lu(k) consists of a clique K*, a triangle n1n2ns disjoint from K1, a perfect
matching between the triangle n1n2ns and a triangle AgzUs of the clique, and all the edges
between the triangle r1x2rs and K* - {yr,Az,Us}.The graph Lu(k) is P5-free and C-free.
It satisfies a :2 and f : 3 for the same reasons as for Lu(k).
The graph L.,(k) consists of k graphs isomorphic to K2 with vertex sets {*;,tt} ,, I < i < k ,
one graph isomorphic to Kzx 1(z with vertex set {c1, fr2tfi3tUt,Uztgs}, and an extra vertex
u joined to each vertex trl; and t; and to 11, t2t Art y3. The graph Lr(k) is P5-free and
Ka-free. It satisfies a : lo * 2 ({ayA2tu)rt'u)2,t... ,wx} is independent and there exists a
vertexcoveringwith,b{2 cliques) and f > k*3 ({r1, nztr3,lrtttD2t-..,u*} is aminimal
dominating set).

The graph Lr(k) consists of a Petersen graph P, a clique Kp, arrd all the edges between
the clique and P. The graph L"(k) is P6-free and Ca-free. It satisfies o : 4 (a maximum
independent set of P is a maximum independent set of Is(e)) and I : 5 (a maximum
minimal dominating set of P is a maximum minimal dominating set of L"(k)).
The graph Ln(k) consists of a Petersen graph of vertices altr2taztfr4ttstArtUztUttA+tUs
(where the edges niAit L < i < 5, form a perfect matching of P), two independent sets A :
{or,or,...,o,k} and B :|br,b2r...,61}, the /c edges a;b; of. a perfect matching between
A and B, and all the edges between A and a maximum independent set{zttfrstU4tUs} of
P. The graph Ln(k) is K3-free. It satisfies a: lt+4 (B U {rr, r3tU4tys} is a maximum
independent set) and f > k + 5 (B U {*r,*r,nstt4tr5} is a minimal dominating set).
The graph lro (k) consists of two disjoint graphs K3x K2,, the first labeled {*r, *r, n3t Art Az, Az} t
and the second labeled {rrrrrrzzttrttzrtz}, where x;y; € E and z;t; € E for 1 (
i < 3; /c triangles u1u1tt)1, 'u)1u2u2, ?D2'o31.D3r. . . twk-t't)tsul1ri and the four edges uLfrtt
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u1!1, u121, u1t1. The graph Lr,r(k) is C-free and Ka-free. It satisfies a : k * 4 since
{rrrrrr. .. tuk,tfiz;Uet zzrts} is a maximum independent set, and I > k * 5 since
{rrrur, . . . tukstttfiztfist Ztt z2) 4} is a minimal dominating set.

Theorem 7.2 : Let -F be a connected graph and n6 a given positive integer. The
condition "G is f'-free" implies o(G) : l(G) (resp . o(G) : I R(G)) for any connected
graph G of order at least ns if and only if f, is a subgraph of. Pa.

Proof ((only if':

a*l

forthegraphs Lr(k)andtr5(,k),thegraph-Fisacommon
induced subgraph of all the graphs of these two families. The only subgraphs common to
all the Lr(k) are paths, subdivisions of claws, or trees of maximum degree 3 with exactly
two degree 3 vertices that are adjacent. But since Lu(k) is C-free and P5-free, the largest
possible F is Pa.
6(iI" ' By Theorern?. if G is Pa-free, then o(G) : f(G) : IR(G). tr
,
Since

Theorem 7.3 : Let (X, Y) be a pair of connected graphs, neither of which is a subgraph
of & or a subgraph of each othe, and let n6 be a given positive integer greater than 17.
The condition "G is (X, Y)-free" implies a(G) : f (G) (resp . o(G) : I R(G)) for any
connected graph G of order at least ns if and only if (X,,Y) is maximally one of the two
pairs (Ps, K3 x K2) and (Z1,Cr,r,z) (cf Figure 1).
Proof 66only iP' : Suppose without loss of generality that X is an induced subgraph of
an infinite number of graphs of the family .[r. The different possibilities for X are given
in the previous proof. In particular, X is a tree of maximum degree at most 3.
If X - P5, then Y is an induced subgraph of L5(k), Lu(k) ar.d L7(k) which are P5-free. '
The only maximal connected subgraph common to the graphs of these three families is
K3 x K2. So the only possible maximal pair (Pu,Y) is (Ps, Ks x K2).
If. X - Pr with / ) 6, then Y is still a subgraph of L5(k), Lu(k), Lr(k), and also of
Lu(k) and -[6(k) which are P6-free. Hence Y is a subgraph of Ifi x Kz, Ln(k) and ,Ls(/c).
But Ia(ft) is Ka-free and Is(k) is Ca-free. Therefore the only possibility for Y is &, which
is excluded.
If X is a tree of maximum degree 3, then Y is a subgraph of L2(k), Lu(k),I6(,t) and
Lro(k) which are C-free. Hence, Y is a subgraph of. Ks v Kz, Lr(k), Lro(k), or of Ko,
Lr(k), Lro(k) with p ) 4. But Lro(k) is Ka-free and L2(k) is Ca-free. Therefore Y is a
subgraph of 21, different from a path, that is Y
= Ks or 21. Now, since Lr(k) and .Le(/c)
are K3-free, X is an induced subgraph of ft(fr) and .Le(lc). No induced subtree of I3(k)
contains two adjacent degree 3 vertices, so X is a subdivision of a claw. Moreover, each
induced subtree of I3(k) which is a subdivision of a claw has at least one branch of length
1. Therefore, X 1Ct,,," with r and s > 1. The only maximal subtree of Ls(k) of this
kind is Ct,2,2.This gives (Zr,Cr,r,r) for the second possible maximal forbidden pair.

((ifi' ' By Theorems 2.8 and 2.10, every (Pt,K"x Kz) or
16

(21,C1,2,2)-fuee graph of order

at least 18 satifies

8.

o: | : IR.

Equalityl-/lB

As in Section 5, we give only one partial result on the graphs the exclusion of which
implies I : I R. First we describe two infinite classes of graphs for which I + I R.

Examples 8.1
The graph Lrt(k) consists of two disjoint cliques K*,, k ) 3, with vertex sets {r1, rz,. ' ' , nx}
and {(1, €2,...,€r}, joirr"d by a perfect matching 1*r€r;1 < i < ft}, and two non-adjacent
extra vertices, c joined to every vertex iD;, and ( joined to every vertex (;. This graph is
P5-free and C-free. Its only maximal induced subtree is &, and the only induced cycles
have length 3 or 4. The graph Ltt(k) satisfies IR: /c and I :2 ({*t,*r,...,r7,} is a
maximum irredundant set and {rr,(r} a maximum minimal dominating set).

Just as for ,[11(&), the vertex set of the graph Lt (k), where /c is a prime integer greater
than 5, consists of two sets A: {rr, a2t..-,r7,} and B: {il,€r,-.-,€r}, and two nonadjacent extra vertices, r joined to every vertex u;, and { joined to every vertex {;.
The set A induces the cycle C : r'rfiz---lrkrt and the set B induces the cycle C' :
€r€.€u...€x€r€n...€r-r€r. Finally, the sets A and B arejoined by the perfect matching
{*,t;l < i < &}. This graph is Ca-free and Ka-free.

Proposition 8.2 : The graph Lrr(k) satisfies f < ffi.

Proof : The set A is irredundant, so I R > /c. We will prove that every minimal dominating set D has less than lc vertices (recall that every minimal dominating set is irredundant).
If D contains r and (, then lDl:2, since {",(} is aminimal dominating set. So we
suppose that at least r or ( is not in D, and we denote lD n Al: o,,,lD n Bl: b.
If D contains z and not {, then lDl : a *6+ 1. In this case, 6 f 0 since ( must be
dominated,, a { k - 3 for otherwise c is redundant in D, and every D-private neighbor of

everyvertexof Df-lAisin B. Itb:L,ihenlDl <(k-3) +2-16-1. If 6)1,every
D-private neighbor of every vertex of D [l B is also in B, and thus a * 2b ( /c. Hence
2(a * b) < 2k - 3, and lrl < fr. Similarly, by symmetry if D contains ( and not r, then
lDl < k.
Suppose now that & # D, ( 4 D and lDl : k. This implies a + 0 since B does not
dominate c, and similarly b + 0. If. a : 1, say DnA: {c1}, and 6 - k -1, then the,b- 1
vertices of D fl B have their D-private neighbors in A, which is impossible since these
D-private neighbors cannot be 11, n2 nor 11. So a ) 2 and, by symmetry, b ) 2. Let Y
be the set of the non-isolated vertices of D, Z - D -Y the set of the isolated vertices of
D, Y' the set of the D-private neighbors of the vertices of Y, and T : (AU B) - (DUYt).
Bythedefinition of Yt, thereisnoedgebetween Z andY'rar-.d lf'l > lYl. Moreover,
t7

7l : k, and thus l7l < lzl. The graph induced by AU B is 3-regular, so
thenumberslzl of edges between Z and,7is at most 3171. Hence l"l : lZland there
is no edge between Y and T. By the connectedness of GIA U B], Z :0,lyl : lY'l: k,
and the edges between Y and Y' form a perfect matching of Y U Y'. Therefore, each of
Y and Y' induces a 2-regular subgraph, respectively called Red Graph for Y and Blue
lY U Zl: lY'U

Graph for Y'.
Each B-vertex has exactly two B-neighbors and one R-neighbor, and each R-vertex
has exactly two R-neighbors and one B-neighbor. Since o,+ 0 and 6 f 0, the Red Graph
uses at least one edge r;(;, sa1l r1(1. Starting from 11 and (1, we color the vertices of G
using the degree conditions on the red graph and the blue graph. Suppose first 11, (1,
frk, es are R. We have to give the color B to 12, €r, ,u, ra, {n, €*-r, **-r, frk-z; tk-st
o7.-3, arrd the color R to (7r-2, €r, €u, t;,t t6,,6u, ... We can continue the coloring without
any ambiguity. We find in this way the same pattern of length five for the coloration of
{*o-r,nrtr2tnstfr4t€r-r, {r, tr,,€u,€a}, repeated left and right, and thus /c must be divisible
by 5. This situation is impossible since we chose ,t prime greater than 5. Similarly, if we
start with r11 (rt n2,) €B colored by R, we find the same pattern, and a simple exchange of
the colors R and B leads to the same contradiction.
Therefore lDl < /c and f(rlr(ft)) < IR(Ln(k)). tr

In the following theorem, 2Ks * e denotes the graph consisting of two vertex disjoint
triangles joined by one edge.

Theorem 8.3 : Let ,F be a connected graph and no a given positive integer. If the
condition "G is -F-free" implies f (G) : I R(G) for any connected graph G of order at
least ns, then F is a subgraph ol2Kz + e.
any k, the graph ,F is an induced subgraph of ,L11(k) and,L12(k). Hence, if
F is a tree, it is contained in Pr. If not, the only possible cycles are disjoint triangles,
and F is a subgraph of.ZKz * e. tr

Proof : For

By Theorem2.4, we know that if G is Pa-free, then I : IR (and even a: 1r?). We
think that Pa may be the only possible graph ,F satisfying the conditions of Theorem
8.3. More precisely, does the triangle-free graph Lrr(k), similar fo Lp(k) with the only
difference being that in Lt"(k), r is adjacent to 11, tst *st...t nk-2t and ( to €r, €u, €r,
(rs,..., €z;+r,..., where the subscripts are taken modulo lc, satisfy f < /.8? More generally,
the construction of any connected triangle-free arbitrarily large graph such that I < I R,
would be interesting.
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